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SOME DATA 

} OWM data – UMAR 2012: 
}  40 femicides; 

}  53 attempted femicides; 

}  45 associated victims (including 4 fatalities; 8 direct victims; 37 indirect victims); 

}  77 victims’ children; 

}  5 homicides e 1 attempted murder in same sex couples (male) 

} 1st semester of 2013: 
} 20 femicides e 21 attempted femicides 
} http://www.umarfeminismos.org/ 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONCEPTS (1) 

} Lenses for reading reality; 
} Contributions to its explanation /

comprehension; 
} Contributions to the “construction of the 

problem” and its delimitation; 
} Contributions to the construction of the 

pathways, methodologies and strategies for its 
resolution. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONCEPTS (2) 

The importance of building a common framework 
about what we consider ‘violence’ 
-  Violence, conflict, agressiveness, struggle, strength, 
power 
-  Indiscipline; 
-  Gender, sex, social class, ‘race’/ethnicity, sexual 
orientation; 
-  Domination, discrimination, oppression, exclusion, 
disadvantage 
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Gender violence 

�   In the language of common sense, 
violence appears as synonymous with 
other terms – agressiveness, constraint, 
strength, struggle. 

�  We believe it to be incorrect to consider 
these terms as equivalents.  

�   We risk falling into substantialism or 
relativism. 
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Gender violence 

¨   The confusion between these terms – 
violence, constraint, stregth, agressiveness, 
struggle – comforts, stregthens, contributes 
to the ideology of violence. 

¨   This ideology of violence is a previous and 
fundamental element of the culture of 
violence. 
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THE IDEOLOGY OF VIOLENCE 

�  This conception produces 2 effects: 
�  The naturalization of violence 
and or  
�  The tolerance of violence 
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Fighting Gender Violene 

-  Pressupposes: 

 Fighting the trivialization of violence 
and the ideology of violence 
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Inequality and Gender Violence 

 

} Social conception of this serious social 
problem;  
} Rejection of individualizing conceptions; 
} Conceptualization of the causes in 
social relations of POWER; 
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Gender Violence 

� If violence and aggressiveness were 
i n t e r c h a n g e a b l e t e r m s ( t h e 
substancialist approach) it would 
appear that agressors express their 
aggression. 
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Gender Violence 

} Society has reached a level of civilization that 
no longer believes that the wildlife and the 
cavemen way of life – justice by their own 
hands – is the ideal way to solve conflits 
between humans. 
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Gender Violence 

The culture of violence has contributed for: 
-  The trivialization and naturalization of violence 
-  Confusion between an attack action and a defense 

action; 
-  Confusion between aggressor and victim; 
-  Confusion between rights, duties, citizenship, 

participation, responsability; 
-  The revictimization of the weaker, the unprotected. 
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Gender Violence 

} Aggressiveness is the expression of an 
inner malaise;  

} Conflict is the expression of different 
interests and, eventually (very likely), of 
an inequality sentiment. 
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VIOLENCE VS PASSIVITY 

� The problem arises from the fact that a 
lack of aggressiveness may lead to 
passivity, and, in consequence, to 
submiss ion, and, therefore , to 
victimization. 
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Gender Violence 

¨ If we consider violence as equivalent to 
the use of force or if we consider any 
sort of struggle as violent, the 
relativism will prevent a recognition of 
the importance of expressing our 
strength, of exercising self-defense: to 
fight against injustices or against the 
violence of others. 
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Gender Violence - Conflict 

� Positive conception of conflict; 
� Natural amongst human beings living in 
society; 

� Condition of democracy; 
� Oportunity to create new forms of 
relations among human beings. 



Gender Violence: constraint  

¨ Likewise, if violence and constraint were 
equivalen, sociology, the institutions, 
would have no reason to exist, since any 
cooperation or acceptance of authority 
means a certain degree of admission of 
social constraints. 
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VIOLENCE: CONCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS 

� Intentionality; 
� Purpose; 
� Relation of power; 
� Harmful consequências; 
� Context. 

 



Inequality and Gender Violence 

 

- Sexism 
- homophobia (lesbophobia);  
- misogyny 
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THE DANGER OF SOME CONCEPTS 

� Bullying  
� ‘symetrical violence’ 
� biologism 
� - “uneducation” / unschooling 



CITIZENSHIP IN SCHOOL 

 
Citizenship: contested concept 

 
 
   
It’s not any notion of citizenship that matters in a context of 

a democratic education.
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Gender Equality 

- Some of these dimensions may be 
approached in school (not only…); 

- It’s a human rights issue; 
- The fight against inequality and 

gender violene, according to the 
studies, contributes to a social and 
economic development. 
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